GLOBAL PORNING
Satellite Sex
SEX, SEX, SEX
Ubiquitous Sex
LIZARDS IN CYBER SPACE ARE
TAKING OVER THE WORLD
In 1961 the oral contraceptive pill for
women brought hassle-free sex for couples,
then to singles. This had a huge profound
effect on sexual practices, attitudes and
relationships. Hence the sexual revolution
manifested; breaking the shackles of
tradition!
The platform for pornography was set
in place. There was a growing hunger
(mostly for men) to indulge in fantasies. This
industry never looked back. Sex shops and
mail order subscriptions to purchase porn
were in big demand. The porn trade today is
bigger than Hollywood!
The intimacy and emotion of lovemaking began to focus more on the erotic,
carnal aspect of connection. A huge shift in
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morals, values and expectations influenced
culture.
The outcome for men and women has
been tragic and disappointing: our basic
human need to feel safe, secure and needed,
has been compromised.
Now cyber smut destroys relationships
The internet has brought a deluge of
pornography into the home and workplace.
Images exceed the confines of fantasy and
imagination, come at the click of a button.
The impact of such an occurrence is said to
have an equally significant consequence as
that of the sex revolution.
Technology incited a social phenomenon,
enabling the Lizard Brain to monopolize
the internet
The experts have labeled this
emergence as a marriage-wrecker. It poisons
couples. It destroys families. Studies and
surveys in Australia, Britain and the U.S.
have conclusive results. Researchers from
Stanford and Duquesne Universities have
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called cyber-sex compulsion a “hidden
public health hazard1”.
In Australia psychologists are equally
concerned. Brett McCann, a senior lecturer at
the University of Sydney says it is a growing
problem with “big implications for the
public health dollar. There‟s no quick fix
and by the time the affliction is uncovered,
there is usually a crisis in the relationship. 2”
Dr. Amelia Haines, a therapist at the
Sydney centre for sexual and relationship
therapy, counsels a lot of people for whom
the internet pornography is beyond their
control. Some of her male clients revealed
that they waste much of their life “wanting
to see what‟s out there and are embarrassed
about how much they are downloading and
they can‟t stop3”.
This diabolical pastime is escalating
and many couples are living in misery.
Women say over and over the problem
needs to be brought into awareness as an
addiction. Characterised by compulsive use,
secrecy and shame like any other substance
abuse is linked to low self-esteem.
Eric Hudson, the national president of
the Australian Association of Relationship
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Counselors found when used in a limited
consensual way, it is unproblematic as
opposed to secretive use that lets the nonuser feel betrayed.
Those who want help could try
Patrick Carnes, the godfather of the U.S. sex
addiction research, who published In the
shadows of the net: breaking free of
compulsive online sexual behaviour.
Ongoing investigations internationally
express the destructive potential side-effects
porn has on women. Helen L‟orange, the
former Australian head of the Office of the
Status of women, suggests a royal commission or a national inquiry into the effects
of the internet on society and relationships,
with a spotlight on pornographic material 4.
The 21st Century sure has some very
scungy issues on its horizon
There have been many homemade
movies made by celebrities and politicians
that have been exposed on the net. Also,
many couples are filming themselves in „the
act‟ for their own amusement.
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Another woe resulting from technology is taking nude photos and sexting on
their mobiles among school children. This is
the biggest problem that middle schools are
contending with and is getting out of hand.
This sick obsession is rampant. This is
not even morally challenging, but an overindulgence with a big price tag, creating an
ethical health hazard.
Why are we compromising our
integrity, for what? I am incensed when I am
watching late night TV and an advert comes
on with a semi-nude poll dancer with large
artificial breasts making lewd comments,
says “Ring me now for fun”. Gimme a
break, this is insulting and horrible! This is a
very low standard to sink to.
Did we NOT learn anything from the
acclaimed activist, feminist Gloria Steinman
and the women's movement??
Girls get your clothes on! Get a life!
You are acting like wounded goddesses.
In closing, I would like to state my opinion:

Porn is stupid!!!
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AND
IT DENIGRATES
WOMEN
THE CONTRADICTION OF
PORNOGRAPHY
Is it not ironic, women are unwittingly
hurting other women?
There are many women anguished
over their sex life. They are desperate for
their partner‟s attention so they resort to
mimicking porn/pop star fashions. Men
who use porn compulsively pose self-esteem
and trust issues for women thrashing about
in an emotional state of unhappiness, selfdoubt and self-blame.
Woman aged between 25 and 50 have
had their lives turned upside down. Their
sex lives stumbled and withered away as the
men lost interest. Many women complained
of feeling worthless and agonised over why
their men preferred porn to them.
The Australian women interviewed
felt betrayed and inadequate, saw their
partners‟ porn use as a type of affair. They
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felt pressured to not seem unreasonable,
controlling or uptight.
When my partner secretly used porn it
made me feel pretty awful, knowing he
preferred masturbating to being in bed with
me. After two years of trying to come to
terms with his transgressive behaviour, we
separated.
Exasperated, I wanted accountability
and answers. After a long protracted
struggle with my annoyance, the verdict is
very simple;
We know that the male species is a
visual animal! Therefore I am going to
condemn the female species for enabling
men to become a slave to his desires and
fantasies (Lizard Brain).
At the end of the day women who
supply themselves gratuitously in porn as
sex objects are coaxing and encouraging
men to degenerate into derangement!
There is duplicity on both sides and I
am reproachful to both sexes equally! This is
a fair deal. To act appropriately with balance
and valour, a bigger vision is needed to
conquer this vapid lifestyle.
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I visualize myself as a „goddess' and
emulate a higher pride for myself than that
of a victim or an object. This shift must occur
to heal from being wounded by „the games‟
we chose to play, wittingly or not. Get real;
evolution is essential to survival and living
holistically.
I pray that women stop desecrating
their bodies for money or two minutes of
fame.
I petition them to value themselves and
their sisters and to realize that they are
betraying themselves, the children, and our
future by selling out to „Martian whims‟.
Predictably we can expect nothing but
grief, loss and sadness when we are not
holistic, disciplined or patient.
URGENT
The old reptile brain
MUST BE DE-ACTIVATED!!!
Unplug porn from the satellite
NOW!!!
*Please note, My disdain for porn is
mainly because it is on The Internet. I
believe that this is a disgraceful crime
against Humanity Inciting De-evolution!
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Horin, Adele. How cyber porn is wrecking
relationships. Sydney Morning Herald, 5/2627/2007, p. 25-26
1.Ibid
2.Ibid
3.Horin, Adele. One in three porn viewers is a
woman. Sydney Morning Herald, 5/2627/2007, p. 1-2
FYI-: I want to be specific that there is a big
difference between Erotica and Porn films.
Erotica contains a deeper story line that
is layered with fantasy and passion with a
personal projection that is arousing to
women and couples.
Porn is graphic sexual images, more
carnal and brutish, animal- bestial desires.
*NEWS FLASH!!! FOX NEWS - 24/7/2010
“Pentagon kiddie PORN probe; There are
Gov't Agent civil service workers viewing
“kiddie” porn from inside the PENTAGON!
This poses a threat to national security”!
Things are starting to get very scary.
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THE LIZARDS HAVE PENETRATED
THE PENTAGON!!!
Three years ago they penetrated
Minerals and Mining Security, a U. S. gov't
security agency (responsible for over seeing
oil companies activities). The employees
were partying and (fraternizing with oil
staff) wildly on illicit drugs; cocaine, pot and
meth, when they should have been working!
Also an issue, they were busted for
watching and downloading massive
quantities of PORN! The agency has recently
be renamed-trying to move on from their
identity being smeared across news
programs, after their cover got blown.
I am assuming that the U.S. gov't must
employ FBI specialists, in computer crimes
and profligacy, occurring while people are
supposed to be doing high profile work
tasks; ie. National Security. This is another
major cause for concern within the gov't.
I HAD COMPLETED THIS ESSAY
HOWEVER, ONCE AGAIN I HAVE
STUMBLED ON ANOTHER QUALITIVE
ADDITION..... to ponder and question....???
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“Pornland”
by Professor Gail Dines
Anti-porn activist and Professor at
Boston, USA, Gail Dines just published her
book on the pitfalls of pornography. “The
Internet has changed the way couples relate
to each other emotionally and physically”.
Porn is a major capitalistic organization at $96 billion a year. Massive industries
are fed by porn; ie. Banks, Google, Telecom,
Advertising, IT industries, etc.
“This is going to change the nature of
behaviour, creating a toxic culture”!
Professor Gail Dines, Boston, Mass. USA
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